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Abstract

This paper presents a groundbreaking study on the often overlooked and zany connection between 
robberies in the rural plains of Montana and the fluctuation of the US hospital occupancy rate. Through 
meticulous data analysis of FBI Criminal Justice Information Services and Statista data from 2002 to 
2019, our research team uncovered a surprising correlation coefficient of 0.7472633 and p < 0.01, 
bringing to light a remarkable association that would make even the most cunning bandit envious. Our 
findings challenge conventional wisdom and shed light on the hitherto unexplored interplay between crime
waves in the Treasure State and the nation's hospital bed utilization. It seems that when bandits are on 
the loose in Montana, hospitals across the US experience a surge in occupancy, proving there's indeed a 
theftening connection. As if solving this mystery wasn't rewarding enough, the statistical evidence also 
prompted the discovery of a remarkable dad joke: Why don't bandits rob hospitals? Because they can't 
take the "ill-gotten gains" without raising suspicion! Furthermore, this research adds a whimsical 
dimension to the understanding of the intricate web of societal factors that influence hospital capacity, and
it proposes that policymakers and healthcare administrators should not turn a blind eye to the potential 
impact of regional crime on national healthcare resource allocation. In conclusion, this study paves the 
way for a new chapter in the annals of interdisciplinary research, proving that even in the wild west of 
statistical analysis, unexpected connections can emerge, much like a bandit in the moonlit silhouette of a 
Montana skyline.
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1. Introduction

It  is  a truth universally  acknowledged that
statistics  can  often  reveal  surprising  and
improbable  connections,  much  like
discovering  a  hidden  loot  in  the  most
unexpected  of  places.  In  the  vast,  rolling
landscapes of Montana, where the skies are
big and the prairies seem endless, a curious
and  unexpected  relationship  has  emerged
between the frequency of robberies and the
ebb  and  flow of  hospital  occupancy  rates
across  the  entire  United  States.  It's  as
surprising  as  finding  a  stethoscope  in  a
saddlebag!

The  primary  objective  of  this  study  is  to
unravel the mysterious bond linking criminal
activities  in  the  Big  Sky  Country  to  the
utilization  of  healthcare  resources
nationwide. We embark on this quest armed
with  the  formidable  weapons  of  statistical
analysis,  armed  only  with  the  resolute
determination of intrepid scholars in pursuit
of truth, and perhaps the occasional cheeky
dad  joke.  After  all,  who  says  research
papers  can't  be  as  entertaining  as  a  wild
west rodeo?

As  we  delve  into  the  empirical  insights
garnered  from  years  of  data  on  the
frequency of robberies in Montana and the
overall hospital occupancy rate in the United
States,  it  becomes  evident  that  a  tale
stranger than fiction is beginning to unfold -
like a good old-fashioned western yarn, but
with  more  scatterplots  and  less
tumbleweeds.

The  findings  presented  in  this  paper  not
only  underscore  the  unexpected
interconnectedness of  seemingly  unrelated
phenomena  but  also  demonstrate  that
beneath the rugged exterior of data lies an
inspiring,  almost  poetic  story,  not  unlike
finding treasure in an abandoned mine. And
what's a good treasure hunt without a few
puns to keep things light-hearted? It  turns
out  that  this  research  is  not  just  about

robbing Peter to pay Paul, but rather about
how  robbers  in  Montana  might  be
influencing  the  occupancy  in  hundreds  of
"hospitable" hospitals across the US.

In  the  next  sections,  we  will  unpack  the
intricate dance of statistical correlation and
causation,  uncovering  the  surprising
patterns that emerge when we shine a light
on  the  less  explored  corners  of  the  data
landscape. So, saddle up and get ready for
a statistical  showdown that  even the most
hardened cowboy would have a hard time
believing -  but  believe it,  partner,  because
the numbers  don't  lie!  And  neither  do  the
dad jokes.

2. Literature Review

Numerous  studies  have  examined  the
factors  influencing  criminal  activities  and
their impact on societal dynamics. Smith et
al.  (2015)  explored  the  socioeconomic
determinants  of  theft  in  rural  areas,  while
Doe  and  Jones  (2018)  investigated  the
spatial patterns of robberies in the American
West.  However,  none  of  these  studies
ventured  into  the  uncharted  territory  of
deciphering  the  correlation  between  the
frequency of robberies in Montana and the
fluctuations  in  the  US  hospital  occupancy
rate.  It's  like  trying  to  wrangle  a  herd  of
statistical anomalies in the wild, wild west.

In  "The  Economics  of  Crime"  by  Becker
(1968),  the author  delves  into  the rational
choice theory and its application to criminal
behavior. Little did he know that our study
would  uncover  a  rational  correlation
between heists in Montana and hospital bed
occupation  that  defies  conventional  logic.
It's  almost  as  bewildering  as  finding  a
forgotten bag of gold coins in a ghost town.

Turning to the fictional realm, "No Country
for Old Men" by Cormac McCarthy and "The
Big  Sky"  by  A.B.  Guthrie  Jr.  capture  the
essence  of  the  rugged,  unpredictable
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landscape of Montana. While these novels
may  not  directly  address  the  correlation
we're  investigating,  their  atmospheric
portrayals  of  the  region's  complexities
underscore  the  enigmatic  nature  of  our
findings,  like  stumbling  upon  old  cowboy
boots  in  a  modern-day  hospital  waiting
room.

Moreover,  recent  social  media discussions
have  sparked  curiosity  regarding  the
potential influence of Montana robberies on
national  healthcare  dynamics.  A tweet  by
@WildWestWatcher  pondered,  "Could  the
theft  of  cattle in Montana be connected to
the rise  in  hospital  admissions  across the
US?  #CowboyCrimeAndCare,"  initiating  a
lighthearted  but  strangely  relevant
discussion  that  mirrors  the  unexpected
nature  of  our  very  own research findings.
It's  as  unexpected  as  stumbling  upon  a
tumbleweed in a hospital corridor.

Our  study  stands  as  a  testament  to  the
mesmerizing  intricacies  of  data  analysis,
where  the  hunt  for  correlation  uncovers
unexpected  gems  amidst  the  vast,
uncharted  terrain  of  statistical  exploration.
Like a prospector striking gold deep in the
heart of the Rockies, we have unearthed a
correlation that deserves to be celebrated,
maybe with a round of "statis-coal" as a nod
to the correlation coefficient.

3. Our approach & methods

To  uncover  the  perplexing  link  between
robberies in  Montana and the US hospital
occupancy rate, we employed a meticulous,
data-driven approach that would make even
the  most  elusive  bandit  proud.  Our
methodology  involved  wrangling  an
extensive dataset covering the period from
2002  to  2019,  sourced  from  the  FBI
Criminal  Justice  Information  Services  and
Statista,  like  a  diligent  sheriff  rounding  up
accomplices.

We  dove  headfirst  into  the  realm  of
quantitative analysis, armed with an arsenal
of  statistical  tools  sharper  than  a  newly
minted sheriff's  badge.  Tossing our  lassos
into the trenches of data, we wrangled and
herded  disparate  data  points  together,
ensuring that no outlaw went unaccounted
for.  Just  as  a  cowboy  wouldn't  head  into
uncharted  territory  without  a  trusty  steed,
our  analysis  wouldn't  have been complete
without  the  trusty  software  companions  of
SPSS and R.

As  we  saddled  up  to  embark  on  this
statistical  odyssey,  we applied a variety of
techniques  reminiscent  of  a  seasoned
cowboy's  resourcefulness.  From  simple
descriptive statistics to the intricate dances
of  correlation  and  regression  analysis,  we
rode through the wild plains of data, chasing
correlations like they were a prize stallion.
And  speaking  of  correlations,  we
encountered a robust one worth a chuckle:
Why don't robbers rob hospitals? They can't
handle the "ill-gotten gains"!

Furthermore,  our  investigation  wouldn't
have been complete without journeying into
the  uncharted  territory  of  time  series
analysis. We navigated the twists and turns
of temporal data like a group of seasoned
prospectors, panning for golden nuggets of
insight  amidst  the  rushing  currents  of
seasonal and trend components. There's no
telling what we would have unearthed in the
data  mine.  It  was  almost  like  a  Western
movie, but with more histograms and fewer
shootouts.

We also practiced the utmost caution in our
analytical  escapades,  ensuring  that  any
conclusions  drawn  were  robust  and
defensible,  much  like  fortifying  a  pioneer
outpost against the unknown forces of the
horizon.  Our  findings  are  as  reliable  as  a
loyal steed, carrying the weight of evidence
with the same steadfastness.

In conclusion, our methodology mirrored the
rugged  determination  of  a  lone  rancher
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surveying  the  plains  -  steadfast,
unwavering,  and  always  ready  for  the
unexpected.  Wrangling  the  data  was  no
easy feat, but our statistical lassos proved
to be just the right tool for the job. And if we
had to do it all over again, we'd still saddle
up for this statistical stampede, for the West
may  be  wild,  but  our  methods  are  as
disciplined as a ranch hand on roundup day.

4. Results

The results of our data analysis revealed a
strong  positive  correlation  between  the
frequency of robberies in Montana and the
US hospital  occupancy  rate  from 2002  to
2019,  with  a  correlation  coefficient  of
0.7472633. This finding suggests a striking
relationship that is about as unexpected as
finding  a  pocketwatch  in  a  prospector's
mine  –  it's  the  gold  standard  of  statistical
discoveries!

Our  research  team  also  computed  an  r-
squared value of 0.5584025, indicating that
approximately  55.84%  of  the  variability  in
hospital  occupancy  rate  can  be  explained
by the variability in robbery frequency. This
remarkable explanatory power is akin to the
might of a trusty steed in the rugged plains
of statistical analysis – guiding us towards
uncharted territories of knowledge.

Digging deeper into the statistical evidence,
the p-value of less than 0.01 reinforces the
robustness  of  our  findings,  making  this
relationship as solid as a safe in the floor of
a saloon. The probability of this association
occurring by chance is so low, it's almost as
improbable  as  a  bandit  turning  into  a
healthcare administrator! 

Figure 1. Scatterplot of the variables by year

Fig. 1 shows a scatterplot providing a visual
representation  of  the  strong  positive
correlation  between  robberies  in  Montana
and  the  US hospital  occupancy  rate.  The
plot's line of best fit  is so precise, it  could
rival the accuracy of a sharpshooter's aim –
hitting the mark with statistical elegance.

In  light  of  these results,  it's  clear  that  the
connection between criminal activities in the
wild  plains  of  Montana  and  the  nation's
hospital  occupancy  rates  is  no  shotgun
wedding.  Our  findings  emphasize  the
unanticipated  influence  of  regional  crime
patterns  on  the  utilization  of  healthcare
resources at a national level, proving that in
the landscape of interdisciplinary research,
the most unexpected connections can thrive
– just like a cactus in the desert.

And  speaking  of  unexpected  connections,
here's a dad joke to lighten the mood: Why
do banks make good neighbors? Because
they have lots of "loot" to share!

5. Discussion

Our  study  yielded  intriguing  results,
confirming  a  robust  association  between
robberies  in  Montana  and  US  hospital
occupancy rates. The substantial correlation
coefficient and low p-value suggest a causal
link  with  more  certainty  than  a  sheriff
rounding  up  a  posse.  This  unexpected
connection  upends  traditional  assumptions
on  the  determinants  of  hospital  utilization,
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demonstrating  the  wild,  wild  west  of
statistical relationships.

Our  findings  align  with  prior  research  on
criminal  behavior  and  socioeconomic
influences,  notably  the  rational  choice
theory  in  "The  Economics  of  Crime"  by
Becker  (1968).  The  unprecedented
correlation  we  uncovered  challenges
conventional logic, much like discovering a
nugget  of  truth  in  a  riverbed  of  statistical
data.  Just  as  the  cowboys  of  yore  defied
expectations,  our  results  align  with  the
unexpected  nature  of  Montana  heists
driving  national  hospital  bed  occupancy  –
it's almost as surprising as a horse saddling
up to take a patient to the ER!

The  scatterplot  illustrating  the  positive
correlation  vividly  captures  the strength  of
the  relationship,  akin  to  a  constellation  of
statistical  significance  that  even
astronomers  would  envy.  The  substantial
explanatory  power  of  the  variability  in
robbery  frequency  on  hospital  occupancy
rates highlights the gravity of this unearthed
relationship, much like discovering a hidden
cache of statistical treasure in a data mine.
This  illuminates  the  uncharted  territory  of
societal influences on healthcare utilization,
as revelatory as finding a map to statistical
revelations on the back of a wanted poster.

Our  findings  underscore  the  impact  of
regional  crime  patterns  on  national
healthcare  dynamics,  urging  policymakers
to consider the implications of lawlessness
in the plains on hospital resource allocation.
The interconnectedness of these seemingly
disparate  variables  paints  a  picture  as
improbable  as  a  cowboy  writing  a
prescription.  Our  study  raises  provocative
questions about the societal forces at work,
provoking  curiosity  like  discovering  a
mysterious cowboy boot at the scene of a
bank robbery.

In  conclusion,  our  results  confirm  the
unlikely  partnership  between  Montana
robberies and US hospital occupancy rates,

thrusting  this  seemingly  whimsical
association  into  the  frontier  of
socioeconomic  research.  This
groundbreaking  finding  suggests  that  the
interplay  between  criminal  activities  and
healthcare  utilization  transcends  mere
coincidence,  making  headlines  that  even
the sharpest-witted bandit couldn't dismiss.
Much  like  a  cowboy  taming  an  ornery
bronco, this correlation defies expectations
and  opens  an  exciting  new  chapter  in
interdisciplinary research.

And  for  a  final  touch  of  whimsy,  here's  a
relevant  dad joke:  Why don't  robbers take
sick days? They can't afford the "cough-up
fee"  –  a  lighthearted  reminder  that  in  the
wild  west  of  science,  unexpected
connections can be as rewarding as finding
a  hidden  treasure  chest  in  a  statistical
saloon!

6. Conclusion

In  conclusion,  our  study  has  unearthed  a
captivating correlation between robberies in
Montana  and  the  US  hospital  occupancy
rate,  establishing  a  link  as  undeniable  as
finding a tumbleweed in a ghost town. This
unexpected association sheds light  on the
intriguing  interplay  between  local  crime
waves  in  the  Treasure  State  and  the
national healthcare landscape, proving that
behind every statistical anomaly lies a story
waiting to be told – much like finding a lasso
in the lab.

The  statistical  evidence  presented  in  this
research  is  as  solid  as  a  steel  vault  and
prompts us to ponder the profound impact
of  regional  crime  on  the  allocation  of
precious  healthcare  resources.  It  seems
that when bandits are causing a ruckus in
the high plains, hospitals all over the nation
experience a surge in occupancy, affirming
that  this  connection  is  as  "robust"  as  a
bank's vault.
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This  study  not  only  enriches  our
understanding of the dynamic forces at play
in healthcare utilization but also emphasizes
the  sheer  unpredictability  of  statistical
relationships.  It's  as  if  Sherlock  Holmes
traded his magnifying glass for a scatterplot
and pipe – the mystery of the relationship
between crime in Montana and hospital bed
occupancy has been unraveled, proving that
even the most unexpected connections can
emerge,  much like a bandit  in the moonlit
silhouette of a Montana skyline.

And  what's  an  academic  paper  without  a
few clever puns? They say that correlation
does not imply causation, but in this case, it
seems that "banditry" in Montana might just
be  causin'  quite  the  stir  in  hospital  beds
across the nation. Let's not "rob" ourselves
of a good chuckle.

After delving into the uncharted territories of
this  peculiar  phenomenon,  we  can
confidently assert that no further research is
needed  in  this  area  –  it's  as  clear  as  a
freshly  polished  sheriff's  badge.  The
evidence has been presented, the findings
are in, and it's time to hang up our statistical
spurs – we've cracked this case wide open,
like finding a gold nugget in a creek. As they
say, "don't look a gift  horse in the mouth,"
and  it  looks  like  we've  discovered  a
statistical  treasure  trove  in  the  wild  west.
Yeehaw!
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